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The storms which swept through Northern California in early January had a devastating impact o
Yosemite Valley and its access roads . The park has closed for an indefinite time period as the Nation
Park Service assesses the damage and begins the process of repair and recovery. Interior Secretary Bru
Babbitt has announced that the cost to fully repair and restore the park could run as high as $178,053,0
Copies of the Preliminary Damage Assessment Report released by the NPS can be obtained by writ'
Yosemite National Park, PO Box 577, Yosemite CA 95389, Attn . : Public Information Office. The co
plete document is also on the internet at http://www.nps.gov/yose.

In a future issue of the journal, we intend to have a detailed report of what occurred and what t
restoration process might entail . For this issue, however, we've gathered unofficial photos from seve
local residents who documented the storm and its aftermath . We thought YA members would appreci
seeing firsthand some of the havoc created by the flooding.

Cover photo taken
by Geoff Green
near the Yosemite
Chapel as visitors
were evacuated on
January 3, I997.

Northside Drive
looking towards
Yosemite Lodge at
11 :30 a .m. on
January 2, 1997

Geoff Green
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Tent cabins damaged in Camp 6, an employee housing
area.

Cook's Meadow at noon on January 1, 1997.

Upper River Campground as the waters receded on
January 4, 1997.

In El Portal, the Parkline Restaurant 's kitchen was
washed away by the Merced River.

Geoff Green

	

Brian Grogan



Mary Coelho

Clockwise from top:
Highway 140 washed out in the area called the " Cookie "
between the Arch Rock Entrance and the Cascades.

Road damage at Happy Isles.

Damage to Lower Yosemite Falls bridge, January 4, 1997.

In El Portal, another area of major damage to Highway 140.

Facing page:
A medical rescue from Yosemite Lodge on January 2, 1997
using a front end loader to navigate through high water.

Eric Lusignan
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Mary Coelho

Damage to Superintendent 's Bridge in Cook 's Meadow.

The Village Store parking lot on January 2, 1997.

Floodwaters in Camp 6, an employee housing area.

Eric Lusignan



View of Pohono Bridge from the air.

Close up of damage to Pohono Bridge.

Highway 140 in El Portal on January 2, 1997
as the Merced River was rising .

Geoff Green

Flood Video Now Available
A seven-minute video featuring impressive footage of the

Merced River at flood stage is now available from the Yosemite

1
Association. Produced by the National Park Service, the video
provides a glimpse of the impact of the flood and the river's
awesome power. The VHS cassette is priced at $6 .00 and can
be ordered by phone or by using the form on page 21.
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Norman Clyde

The history of California 's Sierra Nevada is replete with the leg-

endary exploits of numerous men and women who explored, rev-

eled in and revealed the beauty and terror ofthis great mountain

range. The life history, writings, and philosophy of individuals like

John Muir have been well chronicled; less well known but nonethe-

less important is Muir 's twentieth century equivalent, moun-

taineer and nature writer Norman Clyde (1885-1972) . Like Muir.

Clyde was of Scottish descent and a transplanted Californian whe

came to know this portion ofhis adopted state better than any th-

ing person.

During his adult life he made numerous ascents ofHigh Sierras

peaks and penned articles that appeared in publications such as

Touring Topics (Westways), Motorland, Sierra Club Bulletin

Fresno Bee and others . Some of his writings have been collectea

into limited edition volumes which continue to find favor among

a small cadre of hikers, climbers and other aficionados of the

Range of Light . Who was this elusive character who was out of place in town and yet at home among the

high peaks?

Norman Clyde was a mountaineer who explored an unknown part of the state — the vertical world d

the High Sierra, entirely under his own power. In his own words, he "came between the pioneers and the

rock climbers." He was the first person to ascend over two hundred peaks throughout western North

America, Iiterally standing where no other human being had ever been . He eventually climbed more than

one thousand peaks in his lifetime, some several times over . He had a deep and abiding love of the outdoors,

fostered at a young age in the woods ofwestern Pennsylvania and Canada . As a teacher he shared his love

the natural world with others. He has made a lasting impression, not only on his fellow mountaineers, but

on past and future wilderness travelers through his writings.

His was a world of dazzling granite and glacial ice, deep blue sky and toweringly ominous thunderhead ..

Clyde was often alone in this rugged world with only the sound of the wind, his boots on rock and snow, and

his slow steady breathing. His longtime friend, Jules Eichorn, captured the essence ofClyde when he wrote,

"To me there can never be another human being so completely in tune with his chosen environment — the,

mountains — as Norman Clyde."

After resigning from his post as principal ofIndependence High School in 1928, Clyde supported himsel,

as a writer and guide . He was a prolific author; the catalog ofhis writings, housed at the Bancroft Librar .

identifies 1,467 articles written by Clyde on a number ofsubjects, most ofwhich related to hiking and climb-

ing. Others included rescues, geographical descriptions, natural history subjects, and his favorite hobbies

pastimes, and pursuits: skiing, photography, guns, camping, and mountaincraft. A sampling of titles include

"A Day in May on University Peak," "Consider the Machete," Unavoidable Hardships — Ignore Them, " and

BY NORMAN CLYDE
INTRODUCTION B`

ROBERT PAVLIkTAE MOUNTAINS OF
THE YOSEMITE REGION
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"Snow Bound in the Sierra Nevada ." Ifone was rejected, Clyde would rewrite and edit the piece for submis-
sion to another publication . He always remained shy about his writing abilities remarking that "Once in a
while. . .Ifind an editor foolish enough and dumb enough to accept one or more of my articles."

The following sample of Clyde 's writing was probablywritten in the 1950s, toward the end of his long climb-
ing career. He first visited the Yosemite region in 1910, as a young man fresh from his westward travels and
hungry for wilderness. He hiked and climbed for another fifty years, both alone and in the company of others,
including David Brower, Richard Leonard, and Carl Sharsmith . Although Clyde spent most of his life and
climbing career in the central and southern Sierra,

he was familiar with Yosemite 's peaks and valleys,

and he even wintered at Glacier Point for a few

years, courtesy of his friend and park ranger Bert

Harwell . The following previously unpublished
article, "The Mountains of the Yosemite Region," is
Clyde 's tribute to Yosemite.

Robert Pavlik

41though the lure of the Yosemite Park and the adjoining
areas is due most of all to its unsurpassed waterfalls and
matchless canyons, its lofty mountains also possess an
enthralling fascination . For upwards of a half century
hose surrounding the Tuolumne Meadows, an area of
ilpine grassland some ten miles in length extending from

in elevation 8500 feet above sea-level to one of about
[0,000 feet, has been a favorite among lovers of the Sierra

evada.

The finest of these is Mt. Lyell, 13,090 feet in altitude,
he loftiest and most beautiful mountain in Yosemite
Park, and having on its north face the second largest glac-
r in the range. From many vantage points to the north
nd northeast it is a remarkably spectacular mountain
hose beauty is greatly enhanced by the glacier which

lothes much of its north face extending well up to its
summit . To the southeast and west respectively of it are
It . Rodgers and Mt . Maclure, both some 13,000 feet in a

elevation and both rather striking peaks.
A few miles in an airline southeast of Mt . Lyell stands

spectacular group of dark jagged mountains including
anner Peak (12,957), Mt . Ritter (13,156) and the
linarets (12,27?) . From points far up and down the

unge and from others far out in the valleys east of it,

Cathedral Peak
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One should not leave unmentioned

Mt. Hoffmann, for although 10,921 feet in

elevation its central and isolated position renders

its summit an excellent vantage point from

which almost the entire area of the Park

can be surveyed.

Mt. Hoffmann

these peaks form a beautiful and impressive landmark . To

the west they drop away abruptly to the rugged upper
reaches of the canyon of the North Fork of the San
Joaquin River ; to the east to the headwaters of sever.
streams flowing into the Middle Fork of the same river.
The most beautiful of these is Shadow Creek, with its

series of unusually charming lakes beginning with
Minaret Lake near the foot of the jagged Minarets, at an
elevation of some 10,000 feet, and continuing through
Iceberg, Ediza and Shadow Lakes, all fascinatingly beauti-
ful with superb, alpine settings . Eastward and northeast-
ward respectively of Banner Peak lie Garnet an

Thousand Island Lakes, the former noteworthy for th
spectacular background of Banner Peak as seen to the
west ; the other for scores of rocky islets protruding above
its limpid waters.

To the east of Tuolumne Meadows rise Mts . Dare

(13,050) and Gibbs (12,700) . From most directions these
display gently curving lines, but to the northeast the for-
mer possesses striking cliffs with a small glacier nestlin;

at their base . Viewed from Tuolumne Meadows at sunsl
their red slates assume roseate hues deepening to crimson

Northward a few miles from the lower end of the
meadows stands a handsome light gray mountain wi
spectacular cliffs to the southwest . This is Mt . Conne

12,556 feet in elevation . Its summit commands an exce

tionally wide panorama for a mountain of its elevatio
extending northward and southward over the Sier
Nevada for scores of miles . Its north face drops steeply
a glacier.

Southward a short distance from the meadows, risi
in a striking manner above a conifer-clad valley slope, r

a number of granite spires . The most noteworthy of th

is Cathedral Peak (10,933) which from various direction

has a resemblance to a Gothic cathedral . Worthy of mer
tion also is Unicorn Peak (10,849) owing its name to th
single sharp peak on the west end of its summit arete
Other striking pinnacles, or rather groups of them, are
Echo Peaks and Columbia Finger.

Along the divide extending northwestward from M:
Conness runs a series of rather high peaks which rear-

their culmination in Matterhorn Peak (12,281) so calla

from the fact that from certain directions it has so
resemblance to the Matterhorn . It is relatively easy
ascent, but a superb view is obtained from its summit
This is the least frequented portion of the Park, yet it cor
tains many beautiful canyons — the finest of which a:
probably those of Matterhorn and Virginia Creeks — an.

many charming lakes, the best of which are perha'
Benson and Rodgers . Around the latter are several east.
ascended peaks which command good views.

One should not leave unmentioned Mt . Hoffmann, fa
although 10,921 feet in elevation its central and isolates
position renders its summit an excellent vantage poin•

to
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from which almost the entire area of the Park can be sur-
veyed. Tuolumne Peak, its nearest neighbor to the north-
east, commands an excellent view down the Grand

1 Canyon of the Tuolumne River.

South of the headwaters of the Merced River runs a
line of beautiful peaks . The finest of those is Mt . Clark
11,506) a striking granite peak of Matterhorn type, of

which impressive views can be had from most elevations
an the rim of Yosemite Valley, notably from Glacier Point
and Sentinel Dome . Other peaks in this group are Gray
11,581), Red (11,700), Merced (11,722) and Triple

Divide (10,996) Peaks . Mt . Starr King (9,166) an isolated
granite cone a few miles west of Mt . Clark, is a conspicu-

)us landmark and its seldom-scaled summit commands
a very extensive panorama.

To the mountain-climber, the peaks briefly described
above afford numerous interesting and some fascinating
ascents . Mt . Lyell is most readily climbed from the north
across the glacier, a route which always involves snow and
sometimes ice-climbing . Mt . Maclure can easily be scaled
northeast. Mt . Rodgers can be climbed without difficulty

from the southeast, a side which is, however, not readily
accessible . Banner Peak is an easy climb from the saddle
between it and Mt . Ritter, a very difficult one up its east-
:rn face . Mt . Ritter is a moderately difficult one from the
above mentioned saddle, and can also be ascended from
:he northwest and the southeast. The Minarets possess a

;ariety of pinnacle-climbs.
The summits of Mts . Dana and Gibbs can easily be

:eached from the west ; the former offers a rather arduous
escalade up its northeastern cliffs . The top of Mt . Conness
:an be readily attained from the south ; by more difficult
:outer from the northeast and up the north face . The
spires to the south of Tuolumne Meadows have many

.nteresting and several difficult rock scrambles . Matter-
:torn is a good climb from the south . Mt. Hoffmann is
very easy, as is also Tuolumne Peak, although the latter is
less accessible . Mt. Clark is usually ascended from the
north and sometimes from the northwest . There is some
excellent rock work on its summit-arete, but this is not
nearly so "airy" as Clarence King would intimate . The
)ther peaks of this group are comparatively easy ascents
from the north and northwest . Mt . Starr King is a some-
what dangerous "rubber shoe" climb from the northwest.

The above sketch is intended to afford merely a birds-
eye view of the loftier peaks of one of our finest National
Parks . To know them thoroughly and intimately is a mat-
ter of many seasons of exploring and climbing among
them, but a passing acquaintance with them is very

worthwhile .

Viewed from Tuolumne Meadows

at sunset their red slates assume roseate

hues deepening to crimson.

Mt. Dana

Robert Pavlik lives in San Luis Obispo and is writing a

biography of Norman Clyde. He can be reached at 493

Woodbridge Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 .
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BADGER PASSAN AMERICAN SKI WAY	
BYGENEROS

12

When old skiers begin telling lies about the early days of
American skiing, nearly all of those tales eventually come
home to the slopes of Yosemite 's Badger Pass . Before such
big names as Sun Valley, Aspen or Alta unfolded on the
American ski scene, Badger Pass stood as the nation' s first
resort devoted exclusively to skiing.

In the winter of 1934-35—and in the middle of the

Great Depression—Badger Pass opened its doors to an
eager crowd of skiers . Over the next few years it attracted
world-wide attention, luring many of the "big names" to
its slopes, including Jules Fritsch, Hannes Schroll, Sigi
Engl, Charles Proctor and Luggi Foeger.

Yosemite ' s trail with the slippery slats goes back even

earlier. In the 1920s, Don Tressider, the president of the
Yosemite Park & Curry Co., the concessionaire, cast about
for ways to boost use in the company ' s overnight facili-
ties, normally limited to the summer tourist season.
Tressider, along with his wife Mary, had earlier been
exposed to skiing in Europe . As they saw it, Yosemite
could be the winter sports capital of the nation — and
help fill up their overnight facilities during the slow win-
ter months . A new, all weather highway was also making

YOSEMITE ASSOCIATION, WINTER 1997

its way up the Merced River Canyon, and that might help
push the ski scene.

"We had ourselves been infected by the deadly ski
virus, and we saw Yosemite with its background of beaun
as an outstanding winter place," Mary Tressider recalle:
some years before her death in 1974 . After attending the
1928 Winter Games at St . Moritz, the Tressiders could

ski tracks at Yosemite . At those games, the skiing corn

tition was limited to cross country and jumping . As
result they believed a series of high country huts that
would allow skiers to gain access to the majestic high
country of the park should be developed

They returned home and started making plans . Afte

briefing staff, a small ski chalet was constructed on the
North Rim of Yosemite Valley at Snow Creek . A range
cabin at Tenaya Lake was also converted to a ski chalet a$
was another park services building at Tuolumne
Meadows. In Yosemite Valley, an ice skating rink, anc
toboggan run were built, and the Mountain House at
Glacier Point was modified so it could accommodate
winter sport enthusiasts.

The Tressiders then toured Canada and Europe an :.



hired some of the best skaters and ski instructors they
could find . At the same time, they encouraged the forma-
:ion of the Yosemite Winter Club, which was intended to
spread the gospel of winter sports . "We confidently
expected that within a few years the High Sierra Camps

would be a series of winter huts like those found in the
kips or the Tyrol with skiers touring from one to
another," Tressider added.

But it was not to be . While hut skiing was promoted
for several seasons at Yosemite, few of the participants
were mentally or physically prepared for the rigors of ski
:mountaineering . But a strange thing happened along the

r̀ay. Across the country a handful of Americans were dis-
overing the thrills of something known as down moun-

tain skiing — which went on to become downhill skiing.
;n Yosemite Valley itself, ice skating, tobogganing, and
even a version of downhill skiing were also generating
-ave reviews . Winter sports were on their way.

For some time a handful of park residents had been
tiding down the slopes of a small mound near the valley
tables . One of those young skiers by the name of Tom
ovulewski enjoyed the sport so much that he began

boking around the park for other areas . Sovulewski's
father, Gabriel, had arrived in the park as a cavalry
rooper . At one point he served as "park supervisor "
Before taking charge of trail construction. As such, the
[der Sovulewski knew the Yosemite area well . He sug-
sested an area near Badger Pass named Tempo Dome, on
:he south rim of the valley. Young Tom checked it out and
Lund the skiing just to his liking. Others followed . Soon
rte Tressiders figured they had better go along with the
-.ow and began providing transportation to the site,

about 20 miles south of Yosemite Valley. Gradually skiing
took hold. Tom Sovulewski and his sister Gabrielle went
on to become state ski champions . Over time, other super
skiers came along, including Leroy Rust and the famous
Blatt brothers.

About that time Yosemite and six other sites made a
strong bid to host the first Winter Olympics in the United
States . But in 1929, Lake Placid was selected after a bit-
terly contested effort to bring the games to Yosemite . It
was a bittersweet victory for Lake Placid . Fortunately, the
downhill events were not included in the 1932 winter
games, for Lake Placid came up bare that winter . During
the actual competition, ski jumpers were leaping onto a
stack of hay, and the cross country skiers had to make
their way over a narrow path of snow trucked in from
other areas . Meanwhile at Yosemite, skiers were swishing
across 14 feet of snow.

Mary Curry Tressider (on the left) skiing with friends in the
early years of Badger Pass.
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Over the years and down the slopes, Badger acquired a
rich and colorful heritage, one that touched many of the
pioneer skiers. For years, the mark of a Badger Pass ski
was to ski the main event in less than a minute, giving rise
to the "Flying 50 " event . In the winter of 1948, a young

Nic Fiore was added to Luggi Foeger ' s ski school . After
arriving at Merced by train, Fiore was picked up and dri-
ven to Yosemite late at night and in the middle of a blind-
ing snow storm. Arriving near midnight, Fiore was
assigned a room and retired for the night, unaware of the

surrounding landscape . The following morning, he
stepped out into the dazzling sunlight and viewed the
snow-covered splendor of Yosemite Valley. The storm had
broken. The big walls were coated with fresh snow. Fiore
was stunned by the awesome beauty of the place . But he
was also troubled ; all he could see was steep vertical walls
surrounding the valley. At that moment Foeger arrived
on the scene to show him around . "But Luggi," he asked
immediately, "where do the beginners ski? "

Despite its ups and downs, Badger Pass has continued
on. Though sometimes disparaged as " Badger Flats " for
its minuscule 700 feet of skiable elevation, the veteran ski
area has remained a popular destination with many
skiers. Beginners and the timid gain confidence on its

gentle slopes . Old time skiers also love its laid-back
atmosphere and easy going ways.

But Badger may encounter some rough going in the
years ahead . A growing number of park observers believe
that "mechanized recreation " has little or no place in a
national park, where natural values should predominate .

The National Park Service has eliminated downhill skiin1
from several national parks, including Mount Rainier
Lassen, and most recently at Sequoia National Park . In
1991, the National Parks and Conservation Association
urged the park service to remove the ski area at Badge
Pass. Along the same approach, the organization also sug
gested that the golf course at Wawona be eliminated sc

that the meadow could revert to its natural condition.
Whatever the future holds for Badger Pass, it has a rich

past with good memories that remain in many skiers
hearts.

Longtime YA member Gene Rose lives in Fresno and is

freelance journalist.

Instructors of the Yosemite Ski School for 1948
include Nic Fiore (fourth from the right).
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MEMBERS

Audrey Hulburd

Roberts and Holloway-Re-elected to YA Board

SEMINARS They're Happening!
Yosemite Field Seminars are filling with
enthusiastic participants for spring and
summer classes at the park . Opening

Sates for Yosemite Valley are still unclear,
Dut our scheduled classes appear to fall
,vithin the National Park Service 's pro-
ected plans . Several courses are already
ull : Wawona Wildflowers, Waterfalls, &
iiant Sequoias, and two new classes, the

3ear Facts and the Bristlecone Pine
:ourse . But there are seventy-seven other
Terrific seminars with openings!

Courses scheduled for spring in the
:oothills will provide an opportunity for
.ou to get a first-hand look at the dra-
matic changes in the Merced River
.,anyon in addition to the usual wonder-
ul wildflower display. We have made fur-
ther room accommodation arrangements
for folks to stay in El Portal, in addition
:o the ones made in Yosemite Valley when
t opens.

Summer field trips in Tuolumne

Meadows are filling and even though we
think the spring runoff shouldn't affect

ese course logistics, we recommend
at you make plans now for summer

997 . As the Yosemite Association staff
id during the fires of 1990, we will work
and to make the field seminar trips go!

Call Penny or Lou if you have any
uestions—we hope to see you at

fosemite this year!

1997 Spring Forum Canceled
With the recent flooding and subse
.luent closure of Yosemite Valley for an
indefinite period of time, we have been
forced to cancel the annual YA Spring

Forum which would have been held on
larch 22 in the valley. Since this is such

popular member function, we.
explored several options including
:hanging the date and holding the event
outside the valley. Unfortunately, none
of the alternatives was feasible, which
led to the decision to cancel the Forum
for this year.

Incumbent trustees Lennie Roberts and

Christina A. Holloway were re-elected
to serve new six year terms on the
Yosemite Association Board of Trustees.
Nominated by committee, Roberts and
Holloway were unopposed for their seats
and, as provided in the Association 's by-
laws, declared winners without the bal-
loting process.

Serving on the YA Board since 1982,
Lennie Roberts presides over the group as
Chairman . She is also a member of the
Yosemite Fund Council of Directors.
Lennie lives in Portola Valley and is an
active and longtime participant in a
number of Bay Area environmental
issues . She joined the Committee for
Green Foothills in 1968 and still serves as
their Legislative Advocate for San Mateo
County. In 1972, she was a founder of the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District.

Lennie was appointed in 1994 to the

Citizens Advisory Commission for the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(GGNRA) by Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt . The Citizens Advisory
Commission serves as the "eyes and ears
of Congress " and advises the National
Park Service on management issues in
the GGNRA . Most recently, Lennie was

Chairperson of the successful citizen's

initiative, Measure T, which requires
Caltrans to build a tunnel at Devil ' s Slide
on the San Mateo County coast . Measure
T passed in the November1996 elections
by a landslide 79% yes vote.

Christy Holloway joined the YA Board
in 1993 . She serves on several committees
and presently oversees the Association' s
work in strategic planning for the future.
Christy has also been active in a number
of Bay Area environmental groups inter-
ested in both preserving open space and
teaching the next generation to appreci-
ate and preserve the earth . She serves as
President for the Peninsula Open Space
Trust, one of the most successful land
trusts in the country. She was a founding
member of the Environmental Volun-
teers, an organization with 150 trained
volunteers who visit classrooms and
teach creative environmental education

to peninsula school children . She also
works with the Trust for Hidden Villa in

Los Altos which serves over 17,000 chil-
dren each year in programs blending
environmental education and multicul-
tural understanding.

Both Lennie and Christy are eloquent
advocates on Yosemite 's behalf, as well as
valuable and hard-working members of
YA' s Board of Trustees.
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Volunteer

in Yosemite!
The successful and popular YA volunteer
programs provide a variety of opportu-
nities for members to share some of their
time with park visitors and improve park

resources . The January flooding and sub-
sequent closure of Yosemite Valley for an
extended period of time may have an
effect on these programs for the coming
season.

One short-term volunteer program is
the Member Worktrips . These work

weeks are cooperatively sponsored by YA
which supplies the labor, the Yosemite
Institute which provides the meals and
leadership, the NPS which establishes
and supervises the work projects, and
Yosemite Concession Services which con-
tributes the funding for the program . In
each worktrip, 15 energetic YA members

gather for a five day revegetation project

in the park . The volunteer groups camp
together in special tent sites, have their
meals provided, and work four days with
a free day in the middle . Typically, there
are two trips scheduled for the Tuolumne
Meadows area in the summer, another

trip that tackles projects in the backcoun-
try, and two more work weeks that take

place in Yosemite Valley in the fall, often
working on river restoration.

Another way to volunteer is through
the Member Volunteer Program where
people perform a variety of tasks such as
signing up new members, serving as
hosts for seminar participants, and assist-

ing the Park Service naturalists by
answering visitor questions . These volun-
teers come for a 4-6 week period and
share campsites in Yosemite Valley or
Tuolumne Meadows . In the Valley, volun-

teers staff the Museum Gallery, operate

the Visitor Center ' s Orientation Slid

Show, and work in the YA Membershi
Booth answering visitor inquiries an
encouraging membership . The Tuolumn
Meadows volunteers staff a membershi
booth and welcome seminar participants
into the seminar campground . Voluntee

in both these locations work a 4-5 daN
week and receive a stipend of $6 pe
workday.

Because of the impact on camp
grounds affected by the flood, we ar
unsure about the status of these pro-
grams for this season . However, inter
ested members should call or write eith
Holly or Connie at (209) 379-2646 for a

application or more information as
becomes available.

Russ Morimoto
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Russ Morimoto
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Association Dates

YA Worktrip Dates:
To be announced

September 13, 1997:

Twenty-second Annual Meeting,
Tuolumne Meadows

March 28, 1998:
YA Spring Forum, Yosemite Valley

Indian Creek flowing over road near the Village Store

209/379-2317

If you' re planning a trip to Yosemite
and have questions, give . our phone line
a call between the hours of 9 :00 a.m . and
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. We
don 't make reservations, but we can give
appropriate phone numbers and usually
lots of helpful advice.

ublic Comment Solicited

n Draft Housing Plan
he Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan

Addendum, Supplemental Environmen-
tal Impact Statement has been released

r public comment . Superintendent B . J.
riffin announced that " the release of the

Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan
addendum represents a major step for-

Nard in the process of implementing the
Park's 1980 General Management Plan
GMP) ."

The goals of Yosemite's 1980 GMP
vere originally developed with wide-
pread public input . The plan called for
educing congestion and restoring
fosemitc ' s natural processes by removing
innecessary housing and administrative
acilities from Yosemite Valley. The pre-
erred alternative of the draft plan pro-
Poses to relocate housing for 345
'mployees, and move National Park
ervice and Yosemite Concession Services
dministrative headquarters facilities
tom Yosemite Valley to El Portal.

Comments on the Draft Yosemite
'alley Housing Plan Addendum will be
tccepted for a 90 day period, from
)ecember 13, 1996 until March 13, 1997.
Public input in this process is an
extremely valuable part of planning for
fosemite 's future," Superintendent
griffin stated . If you would like to receive
copy of the Draft Yosemite Housing

plan, please write the Superintendent,
losemite National Park, PO Box 577,
Yosemite, CA 95389, Attention : Draft
lasemite Valley Housing Plan .

are Gift of Stock Received
The Yosemite Association recently
received a generous gift of stock from
long-time Yosemite lover and former res-

ident, Helen McIntosh of Burlingame.
Helen was introduced to the beauties of
Yosemite in the summer of 1929 during a
school break from her first year at UC
Berkeley. An accounting major, she found
a job in the Curry Company payroll
office, and quickly became an indispens-
able employee . Working with Donald
Tressider, she learned first hand about the
rivalry between Stanford and UC . She
earned $135 a month and paid $17 for a
dormitory room across from Yosemite
Lodge.

Helen returned to Yosemite every

summer during college, and became a
full-time employee after graduation . She
enjoyed the " firefall" in summer and went
ice-skating in the winter. Her experiences
working and living in the park enriched
her life and provided her many pleasur-
able memories . It was also in Yosemite
that she learned the value of conserva-
tion ; she feels strongly that Yosemite is an
irreplaceable natural treasure that must
be cherished.

Everyone at the Yosemite Association
thanks Helen McIntosh for her kind gift
and for her commitment to Yosemite.
Gifts of securities are always welcomed by
Y.A . ; please call our office at (209) 379-
2646 with any questions about the
process .

Remembering the Firefall
Here's an activity that is nostalgic, fun,
and doesn' t cost anything.

Recently, some friends and I were dis-
cussing the Firefall at Yosemite Valley. We
all remember it quite clearly, but the
memories we have are very different from
each other. Nobody who saw that mes-
merizing cascade of fire from out of the
inky blackness will forget it, but whose

memory is most accurate?
If you want to participate in my

absolutely unofficial survey of what really
happened, drop me a note at the address
below. Write what you remember about
the dialog, the music played or sung, and
any other aspects which colored your
perceptions . I 'll collect the data and pub-

lish it in an appropriate form for us all to
share sometime next year.

Don Landauer, Box 624002, S . Lake
Tahoe, CA 96154
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YOSEMITE CATALOG

00425 Direct from Nature:
The Oil Sketches of Thomas Hill

by Janice T. Driesbach with an essay by William H . Gerdts.
The newest publication of the Yosemite Association, this is the

first book to draw attention to the remarkable oil sketches of
famed landscape artist Thomas Hill. These smaller pieces,

painted in the field directly from nature, represent some of
Hill' s finest work and include subjects as diverse as

Yosemite, the White Mountains, and Alaska.

An essay by Janice T. Driesbach, curator of art at the
Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento, details Hill 's

production of the oil sketches while providing much new
valuable information about his life . Driesbach contends that
Hill, through his small works, helped define an aesthetic for

depicting California and broader American landscapes.
There is considerable treatment of Hill 's work in Yosemite,

including his time in Wawona and Yosemite Valley.

The essays are illustrated with over 90 reproductions
(most in full color) of paintings by Thomas Hill and other

landscape artists. A chronology of the artist's life and an ;fi	'~1
index have also been added, With its thorough coverage of

	

` yti` -A
the subject and key new biographical information about Thomas Hill, Direct from Nature is a landmark work . It is sure to appeal

to a wide audience including art historians, students of California history, and lovers of Western landscape art . 128 pages,
copiously illustrated, primarily in color. Published in association with the Crocker Art Museum . Paper, $19 .95.

DIRECT
FROM NATURE
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17545 The Fine Art of California Indian Basketry
by Brian Bibby.
This publication grew out of an exhibition of California Indian
basketry held at the Crocker Museum. Sixty-two different bas-
kets, from modern to quite old, are pictured and described, and
then comments from various authorities including weavers and
scholars are attached . The baskets have been divided into various
groups such as burden baskets, storage baskets, caps and cradles,
and ceremonial and gift baskets, allowing fascinating compar-
isons of like baskets.

Among the commentators on the baskets is the Yosemite
Museum 's Craig Bates, author of Tradition and Innovation - A
Basket History of .the Indians of the Yosemite-Mono Lake Area
published by Y.A.

The book gives testament to the fact that there is a renewed
appreciation for basketry as a medium of cultural and artistic
expression, and that basket weaving is a vigorous and ongoing
contemporary art . 128 pages, 62 color photos, multiple other
illustrations . Crocker Art Museum in association with Heyday
Books, 1996 . Paper, $20 .00 .
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26280 The Oxford History of the American West
edited by Milner, O 'Connor, and Sandweiss.

Here is a comprehensive study of the rich complexity of the vast and varied
American West. Covering events from the arrival of the Navajos in the Southwest, to
the first Spanish settlements in New Mexico, to the large Mormon migration to the
Great Salt Lake, to the development of the neon landscape of Las Vegas, the history
stretches across centuries and embraces many voices and contrasting cultures.

The volume is not limited to written documents ; it includes thoughtful analyses of
important paintings, books, and films. Furthermore, it is well-illustrated, with over
200 illustrations ranging from Native American rock art to photographs by Dorothea
Lange and Ansel Adams and paintings by Frederic Remington and Georgia O'Keeffe.
Key recent events, such as the Los Angeles riots of 1992, are also considered.

This is a lively, authoritative work, based on fine scholarship, that continually chal-
lenges the familiar as it broadens the reader ' s understanding of the great American
West. 872 pages, illustrated in both color and black and white . Oxford University
Press, 1994 . Paper, $25 .00.

25598 Nightwatch - An Equinox Guide to Viewing the Universe
by Terence Dickinson.

This wire-o-bound book is aimed at all those who want to know more about
astronomy but don't know where to start . The author's overriding goal is to pro-
vide a complete first book on amateur astronomy . He has undoubtedly succeeded.
Coverage is thorough, with treatments of the stars, the planets, the moon and sun,
comets, meteors, and auroras . The universe is introduced in eleven steps as the
cosmos are revealed to the beginning astronomer.

Activities include backyard astronomy with extensive information on stargazing
equipment, and photographing the night sky. And there 's a large section laying out
the various resources available to astronomers from magazines and books to clubs
and conventions and planetariums and observatories.

12050 Pajaro Field Bag
This newly developed waist pack features seven pockets

for everything you' ll need when you' re hiking
or enjoying time in the outdoors . The main

pocket is sized to accommodate field guides,
travel books, or binoculars, there are smaller

pockets (including one with a zipper) for
note pads and maps, and specialized

pockets for pencils, pens, and sunglasses.
Best of all, a secret pocket sealed with Velcro

keeps keys, credit cards, and other valuables safe.
It ' s the best such pack we ' ve found. Made

in the U .S .A. of durable Cordura in forest green
and black by Pajaro . $29 .95

15198 Birder's Dictionary
by Randall T. Cox.

Intended for birders and outdoor enthusiasts of all types,
this is a convenient source for biological, anatomical,
physiological, behavioral, and taxonomic information
about birds . Its small size makes it perfect for window
ledge, glove compartment, backpack, or library.
Colloquial as well as technical terms are presented in an
easy-to-read format, and the text is complemented by
beautiful line drawings of avian anatomy.

Appendices list North American and world bird orders in
several formats, and there is a helpful bibliography. This
one-of-a-kind reference is perfect for the novice or expe-
rienced birder, the student, the researcher, the artist, or
the photographer. 186 pages, black and white illustra-
tions, Falcon Press, 1996. Paper, $8 .95

Extensively illustrated with many color
and black and white photographs as well
as with star charts and other drawings, the
book is a great introductory volume for

the lay person guaranteed to stimulate
interest in the heavens . 160 pages, Firefly
Books, revised edition, 1996 . Wire bind-
ing, $24.95 .



90001 Bull Roarer.
An ancient toy, common to many cul-

tures around the world . When

whirled above the head on a thong,
the bull roarer makes a loud "roaring "
noise, thought by some to imitate
the sound of thunder. These Miwok
examples are carved from split sugar
pine, painted with red ochre and

black geometric patterns, and pro-
vided with a thong of smoked elk
hide. A popular item with children,
ethnomusicologists, and collectors.
$10 .00

Native American Items from the Yosemite Museum

90900 Doll Necklace.
These charming 3 inch dolls are

made by well-known Kiowa artist
Virginia Vesta Harragarrah, who

lives northwest of Yosemite. Using
a pattern perfected years ago by

her mother in Oklahoma, Ms.
Harragarra dresses these dolls in

soft leather dresses emblazoned
with traditional patterns, and fits
each with a beaded necklace . The
doll is then attached to a leather

necklace. Every necklace is a

unique creation . They have been

a popular item at our Yosemite
Museum Shop, and make

excellent gifts . $16 .00

95005 Duck Decoy.
Decoys, woven of tules and cattails, have been used for

over 2,000 years by Native American hunters in Nevada.
These six inch long models are replicas of the

larger decoys made in historic times by
Paiute men . Each duck decoy is unique,

made of the stems of the aquatic tule,
bound and wrapped with tough cat-
tail leaves. They represent the sur-
vival of Native American technology
over thousands of years . (Full

size decoys are also available at $45 .00 each.) $12.00

90227 Chief Lemee.
This 15" tall hand-carved wooden replica depicts the well-known
Yosemite Miwok dancer Chris ` Chief Lemee ' Brown. Chief Lemee

(c . 1900-1956), was descended from hereditary Miwok leaders.

Between 1926 and his death in 1956 he performed dances for visitors
to Yosemite Valley in the Indian Village behind the Yosemite Museu
This model of Chief Lemee is complete with miniature feather capes,
meticulously painted moccasins, beaded necklaces, a cocoon rattle,

and other items based on careful study of historic photographs of
Chief Lemee and his regalia in the Yosemite Museum Collection . A

unique Yosemite collectable . $400 .00

92500 Crossrock Earrings.
Blending the perfect symmetry of nature with Native American
artistry, these earrings are the creation of local Native American Sand

Chapman. Made using small metamorphic rocks she finds in the

Merced River west of Yosemite, Ms . Chapman matches pairs of these

gray "cross-rocks", and then embellishes
them by weaving small black iridescent glass
beads around them . To Ms . Chapman, the
natural four-part cross pattern she finds in
these stones is a visible manifestation sym-

bolizing the Four Directions. $18 .00



W)(O 07800 Yosemite Wilderness Pin

Here' s a beautiful enamel pin commem-
orating Yosemite ' s unparalleled wilderness.
It' s circular in shape with a high country
scene rendered in blues, grays, and greens.
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A real treasure for collectors.

on daypacks, shirts, blue

	

Approximately 1 inch in diameter. $4 .00

jeans, jackets, or wherever!
The newly-designed patch

	

07510 Yosemite Association Mug

is available in three attractive colors : dark
blue, forest green, and maroon . $3 .00
(please specify color)

This distinctive and functional heavy ceramic
mug feels good with your hand wrapped around

it. Available in two colors (green and maroon),
it 's imprinted with our logo and name in black

and white. Holds 12 ounces of your favorite
beverage . $6 .50 (please specify color)
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400 Sierra Nevada Field Card Set

Illustrated by Elizabeth Morales
These handy field identification cards depict the most commonly seen birds,
mammals, trees, and wildflowers from the Sierra Nevada region. Illustrated
with color drawings and including information about the size, habitat, and
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other field marks of each, the cards are unbreakable, waterproof vinyl pias-
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fit
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daypacktic and

	

conveniently

	

one 's

	

or glove compartment . Particu-
larly helpful for newcomers to the Sierra as regularly observed flora and
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fauna can be quickly identified . Four plastic cards printed on both sides,
Yosemite Association, 1991 and 1995 . $11 .00

07720 Yosemite Bookstore Book Bag
Conserve resources with YA 's handy book bag made from durable

_--: 100% cotton fabric with a sturdy web handle . Cream-colored, it' s imprinted
in blue with the Yosemite Bookstore logo . Fine craftsmanship and generous

oversized design make this a bag you ' ll want to take everywhere .

	

•
Approximately 17 x 16 inches . $8 .95
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07505 Yosemite Association Baseball-Style Cap

	

"`^mot Yosemite Harr°

Our YA caps are made of corduroy with an adjustable
the back so that one size fits all . The cap is adorned with

patch, and comes in dark blue, forest green and maroon colors.
cap is stylish and comfortable, and wearing it is

good way to demonstrate your support for Yosemite .

strap at
a YA logo

The

ai

Total

$9 .95 (please specify color)

Credit card orders call : (209) 379-2648

	

Monday–Friday, 8 :30am–4 :30pm

Price
Qty .

	

Color

	

Description

	

Each

ame: Subtotal:

Less 15% Member 's Discount:ddress:

ity: SUBTOTAL A:State :

	

Zip :

7 .25% Sales Tax (CA customers only):redit Card No : Expires :

_

	

Shipping Charges : $3 .95gnature:

osemite Association, P.O . Box 230, El Portal, CA 95318 TOTAL ENCLOSED :
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NEW MEMBERS

Regular Members Andrea Hobbs, Marjorie Holt, Nancy Honor, Richmond, Chris Roberts, Juan Rodriguez,

Sharie Abajian, Andrew Abel, Charlene Robert Hopkins, Don Hori, Kellie Hourigan, Mary J . Rogers, Marg Roome, K . Nacey &

Abendroth, Judith E . Allen, Gerald Anderson, Skip Hourigan, Elizabeth Houston, Patricia Akasha Rose, Milton Rosenberg, Maynard &

Janet Anderson, Lauren Anderson, Dr . David Houston, J . E . Hughell, Sue & W. J . Hughs, Jane Roterinund, Barbara J. Ruben, Arthur J.

Arnstein, Mary Ashe, Stuart Bacon, Rosemary Ronald Hull, Tim & Miriam Huntley, Rubinsteen, David & Laura Ruiz, Stephen

Bailey, P. Baird, Alfonso Banuelos, Howard Eduardo & Esther Hurtado, Deanna Ignacio, Salveter, Dr. Janet C. Sanford, Carolyn

Bardach, Ben Barnes, Tobey Barnes, Deanne Mr. & Mrs . Anthony Imhof, Elizabeth Sarbello, Eric A. Sas, Tracy Sazima, Dennis

Beard, Pamela Beedie, Susan Benier, Karen Jablecki, Mary Elliott James, Ellen M . Jansyn Schaefer, Paul Schaich, Mark & Pam Schedler

Bennett, Katharine Bennett, Robert O . MD, Jan Jensen, Peter S . John, Carolyn T. Cathy Schickler, Leon Schiller, Janet Ann

Beringer, Dave & Sarah Bixler, Mr . & Mrs . Johnson, Thomas Johnson, Diane Joice, J. Schneider, James Schultze, Bob Scott, Glenn

Charles Bond, Stephanie Booth, Rick & Brennan & R. Jolliffe, Warren C . Jones, Gail Scott, James W. Sealey, Sally Shannon, Robert

Barbara Bowling, Estille M . Braaf, Chris Joyce, Stan & Sonja Jue, Marc Kahn, Ken Kato, Sheets, Monica Oldmen/Marc Sherman, Dr.

Braley, Amanda Brauner, Barbara & Joan Shamsy Katz, Steven Katz, Sally Kaufmann, Dip S . Sidhu, Diane Simpson, Janet & Steph-

Broer, Chuck & Waltraut Brookes, Anne W. Cindy Keisler, Cindy Kenna, J. Perry & Robert Slack, Faith Soares, Dick Solomon, Anne

Brown, Gerald & Jackie Brown, Linda Kennedy, Mr. & Mrs . Joe Kepp, Melody Somerville, Paul Sorbo, Mike Sos, Lee &

Brunson, Danny Bryan, Mary Buchanan, Kercheval, Nancy Kirk, Elsa Kirkpatrick, Mrs . Denise Souder, Stephen D. Stearns, David

Thomas Burger, John C . & Myra J . Burton, Robin Knapp, Timothy & Sunghae Knight, Sternberg, M . A. Stevenson, Connie Stewart,

Lynda Burton, Kathy & Jim Bussman, Tanya & Sam Konyn, Edward Kozel, Susan Kraegel, Valerie Stinson, Patty Stone, Gary H . Stower.

Shane Buttle, Mr. & Mrs. H . B. Byson, Ms. Paul Krueger, JoHanna & M.G . Kuismin, Mary Jaye Sutliff, Dale Swanberg, Arthur

Pamela Carpenter, David Casterson, Thomas Suzanne Kulp, Robert & Angela Kupps, Taylor, Gordon Taylor, Barbara Taylor-

Chadwell, Richard Chambers, Karen Chan, Kenneth S . Kurani, Sally Lagerson, Nancy Threlkeld, Chin Sieh Teng, Sue Thompson,

Claude Chandler, Ron & Fran Chilcote, David Lagoyda, Don & Lyn Landauer, John Larsen, Hazel Thornton, Julie Tilton, Karen Tripuc

Chow, Rex Chow, Donald E . Clark, Mr. & William W. Latham, Joseph & Nancy Lazzara, Michael Updegraff, Mr. Jan Van Waardenb

Mrs . Daniel E Comstock, Robert Corp, Brenda Lee, Ken Lee, Derrick Lim, Rick & Xena Vandewalk, Ruth Vanover, Jim & Nancy

Miriam Covington, Nancy M . Cox, Lawrence Diane Lindgren, Alison Lingane, Steven J . VanTassel, Bob & Pat Verheul, Mr. & Mrs.

M . Crawford, Brian Crosby, Eric & Rose Litwins, Tony Liu, Albert Louie, Margarita Edward Wade, Sally Walker, Donna Ward, J

Crowther, Duncan Cunningham, Mr. Todd Loya, Bob & Suzanne Lush, Deborah Lynn, Wartlieb, Bart Welles, Andy Westbom, Diane

Czerwinski, Lisa C . Dadgar, Dan Dahlquist, Richard Lyon, Breck Maclaren, David White, Katherine Williams, Star Williams,

Frank & Mary Jane Dalcerri, Maurice Dance, Maggard, Bud & Carol Marchette, Jon Martin, Stefan & Tess Williams, James A . Williamsor.

Ken Danz, Martin Darrow, R. W. Darrow, Julie Martin, Corinna Martinez, John Ireland Mr. & Mrs . F. J. Wilson, Sheldon Wolk, Ruth

Robert Darrow, A. Diane Day, Stanley & June & M . Matero, Steve Matson, Kathy Maxwell, Yearian, Anne L . Young, Douglas R . Young.

Dean, Richard Dickinson, Terry Dillon, David Susan McCarthy, R. Schmidt & Loree Gary & Christine Younger, Ming-Chen Yu.

Dornsife, Fritzi Dorroh, Dr . Jayesh Doshi, McCawley, Don McClees, Robert McFadden, Jeffrey Yunt, Alice M . Zaleski, Arline Zeidler

Cherith Drescher-Merson, Gail E . Drillock, Lin McGowan, Mary McGuinness, Bob & Michael Zensius, Joan Zimmerman, Alan

Ruth Duff, Beth Dulany, Rick & Linda Dupre, Deborah McNeill, Karen Melbye, Josh Mettee, Zingele

Eric Durfey, Patricia Dyer, George Eales, Joan Susan Metz, Leslie Miessner, Carole Miller, Supporting Members
Earl, Linda Eby, Dave Else, Donald Emmrich, Irene Montagna, Jim & Carole Moran, Jim Paul A. Amstutz, Martha Barnett, Jerry
Orest Engelbrecht, Constance Evans, Judith Morehead, Sandra Moriarty, Mary Mosher, Barrett, Robert Bellus, Anne & Irving
Cisi/Teresa Evans, Lois & James Ewing, Steven Ane Murphy, John E . Murphy, LuEllen Myers, Berkovitz, Curtis Bidstrup, Craig Blackburr.
& Kerry Fairly, The Breedlove Family, Martin Lorraine Nelson, Roy Nelson, Betty & Bruce Jonathan Blake, John Boyd, Anne Bredon,
Fassler, Donald M . Fenton, Diane Fishburn, Newman, Marianne Newman, John & Connie Mark & Sandra Brickman, Jean Bronstein.
Jane & Ken Fishier, Jim Fitzgerald, Mary Ellen Nielsen, Ralph & Joy Niewald, Scott Herbert Burridge, Mr. & Mrs . Herbert Cabr
Fitzgerald, A . A. Fitzsimmons, D. Hamilton & Nordstrom, Helen & Ron Nowicki, Robert G . Dwaine Carver, Tom Chapman, Donald &
P. Flannery, David Foley, Andrew T. Fortaleza, Nykodym, Phyllis O'Neal, Viola Odell, Jillian Clark, Allan & Anne Clarke, Steve &
Linda Garabedian, Rex Gardiner, Betty Edward Ogle, Chris Olson, Walter Carolyn Conner, Valerie Connor, Diane
Gardner, Maria Geonczy, Ronnie Gerola, Mrs . Oppenheimer, Peter Ormond, Jennifer Orr, Covington, Robert Curry, Michael Daleo,
Helmut Gerson, Martha Gilchrist, Ruth Grant & Stuart Osborne, Eleanor & Robert Duffy Damgaard, Janet Ekberg, Cindy
Ginsberg, Harold Givens, Rich Grant, Paula Pages, Richard & Martha Pastcan, Kathy & Erickson, George S . Fallon, Richard & Emm.
Gregerson, Helen Groenekamp, Carl R . Andrew Pavlik, Dr. Eugene Peck, Donna Felberg, Jana & Jackie Fitzgerald, Gary, Lynr
Grunsky, Paul Guernsey, Ann Guray, Mrs . Peduto, Richard Peiser, Monica & Van Pena, & Jay Fraker, George Gentry, S . Cassidy & is
Joseph Guthrie, Gail C . Haigh, Dudley & C. Schuetz & Jim Perkins, John A . Pietka, Goldberg, John Hanna, Matthew J . Hayes . Lae
Sherry Hanchey, Tim Hansen, Elizabeth & Andy Pindar, Lezah Pinnell, Andrew & Herr, Deloris M . Hill, Ray & Norine Hoppe
Ken Hardin, Martin & Kathryn Hardy, Warren Kimberly Pomerantz, John Poole, Michael & Eileen Hsu, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Kawakami.
Harnden, S . Arthur & L. Harper, Carolyn Rosemarie Pozzi, Dr. Deborah G . Preston, Hasmig Kenyon, Robert A. Kerr, Loreen
Hart, Walt Harvey, Tim & Mary Harwarn, David & Barbara Promessi, Carl & Cynthia Kleinschmidt, James Kwapil, Kathleen Lan
Connie Haskell, Patricia Haynes, Brenda R . Radliff, James D. Raftery, Ernesto Ramirez, Alfred Langosch, Tony Lee, Barbara Levin4
Heinrich, Pat Hester, Pamela Hibler, Wayne K. Edwin & Suzanne Ray, Carol & Dan Reed, Richard & Carolyn Lisle, John Luikart, Laura
Hill Jr., Meredith Hinson, Ms. Gloria Ho, Steve Reed, Judith Reynolds, Patti & Dan Lund, Ross Lundstrom, Eric & Nancy
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signan, Ed & Nancy Lyon, Walter & Arlite
arquardt, Susan Martin, Cathy Martinez, M.
dith McConnell, Matt Messih, Debbie Mier,
semarie K . Moore, Noelle & J. Robert

urphy, Thomas R . Murphy, Jane Murray,
imako Nagai, Ryoti Nagai, Dzung Nguyen,

wen Nickell, Stan Nosek, Adam de Boor &
sari Osuna, Thomas Panek, Mr. & Mrs . John
Pearson, Byron & Elizabeth Perkey, Jeff
etrowski, Denzel M . Probert, Donald H.

ds, Christine Reeves, Mr. & Mrs . Robert
ckert, Martin Roher, Melissa Romeo, Stephen
Paula Ross, Marjorie Roth, Darren Gordon &
c Sanchez, Laureen & Phil Schermeister, Dr.
vid Schinnerer, Holly Seerley, Joe Mallet
ndall Solomon, Mary Kathryn Steven, Linda

oner, Kensuke Tanaka, T. Tien, Elena V. Torre,
nest Wakamatsu, Tobi Brandt Wax, Gunnar
ennerberg, Sam Wise, Clifford Yap, Brenda &
•b Yost, Bruce Zweig

ontributing Members
tarilyn Amato, Kamela Arya, Richard Atwater,
vane Babinski, Ronald Badie, David J . Bailey,
an & Kaui Balderston, Joel Baldwin, Tom
rtelsen, Susan L . Brennan, Edwin & Claire
own, Paul Brunner, Annie Bunn, Dawn Gray
Kathy Carlson, Donna Casas, Roger & Gitte

oleman, Rudy Dittrich, Fred Drake, James
uffy, Jerry Dunphy, Robert Stiens/Trish

.imunds, Gregory R. Edward, Daisyanne M.
mquist, Annette Yu & John Emerson, Ginny
air & Steve Epstein, Phyllis Fishburn, Abigail
Flemming, Mike & Leslie Foss, Gary Freschi,
ren Fu, Ralph & Barbara Gaarde, Mrs. Jane

1mlin, Teri & Tiffany Goldy, Paul D.
• odrich, Scott Grant, Laurie Itow & John
reitzer, Helen Hamel-Dolling, Jim & Mary
amilton, William Hitchcock, Jennifer & Alan
olt, Carolee Houser, Mary Bender/Charlie
oyt, Barbara Hunt, N. DeLaCruz & O.
polite, Tom & Marie Jones, Christopher

lein, Paul Kolarik, Larry Krauss, Mr. & Mrs.
nneth Leytem, Corinne MacDonald, David
Kathy Margiott, Charles & Patsy McLure,
antis McWalters, Nancy Milne, R . McKee &
hn Morricky, Brenda O ' Shea, Curtis Ogilvie,
ward S . Oppenheimer, J . Angelo & Michele
easant, Tom & Pat Powelson, Terry Reagan,
y Reed, Aaron B . Rourke, Susan Sabath,
illiam Sanders, Leonard R . Sargent, Marge
sano, Sheila Scally, John E. Schulz, Patti &

eh Sears, M . Miller & George Serra, Howard
yder, Joy E . Spicer, Kathy Sullivan, Ronald

ous, Don & Barbara Truax, Joe Vollmer,
n Volpato, Jim & Kitty Walker, Duff

atrous, Kathy Wild, Peter Winslow, Dr.

Bingson W. Wong, Mary Woolpert, Dana
Zimmerman

Centennial Members
John Russell/Carol Atkins, Stuart & Amy Bailey,
Max Bosel, Jean & Don Brandenburger,
Jennifer A . Chipponeri, Curtis Cole, Joseph &
Holly Eiden, Larry & Sandra Giger, Lowell
Glover, Dudley & Jane Goul, Maggie Granero,
P. Kirk & W. Greene, Mr. & Mrs. James H.
Greene Jr., Sydney Hammill, Jonathan
Hanousek, Norman & Jackie Hoffman, Barbara
L. Holloway, Peter & Patti Hoss, JoAnn &
Charlie Kaplan, Amelia Madole, Sharon
Nevins, Donna Panttila, Debra Plant, Edward &
Vee Race, Eileen Reader, Sue Rengel, Mike &
Margaret Starnes, Leslie Stone, Ah
Studenmund, William Tahan, Prof. G . Treichell,
Marcene VanDierendonck, Mike Vorhous, May
Andrews Weiss, Robert Wilson

Life Members
Charles Davis, Steve & Karen deCaussin
Family, Thomas Grave, Carol Gregor, Charles
& Polly Laurenson, MacKenzie Lech, Carol
Luksemburg, Joyce Sinclair, Ralph Singer, Jon
& Peggy Watterson,

Participating
Life Members
Linda & Larry Brown, Marc & Patti Frey, Alfred
Guhl, Aram Ohannesian, Harvey & Elise Palitz

International Members
Mrs . Uta Therer—Germany, Dr. Ulrich
Germing—Germany, D. Meer—Netherlands,
Keiko Makita—Japan, Katharine
Butterworth—Greece, Mirjam
Schoenenberger—Switzerland, Mr. R . Cook—
England, Susan J . Stoker—Scotland, Mrs . E .A.
Wilson—Scotland,

Recent Donations to YA
Michele Almquist, Marion Avery Trust, William
Barr, Mark & Caroline Bauhaus, Jean Beaton,
Brandon Berge & family, Otto Best,
Booktrackers, Jean Cinader, Nancy Crevin,
Everest Multimedia, Fidelity Investments
Charitable Gift Fund, Mark & Alicia
Golemhiewski, Grant Idle, Barbara Hagen, Jack
Harper, Christina A . Holloway, Chris Koerner,
Monica Lam, Seymour & Doris Latzky, Mrs . J.
M. Lennox, Bill Lester, Carol Mattsson, Helen
McIntosh, Orange Tree Productions, Teresa
Pawletko, Quietworks Photography, William &
Jean Ryan, Gertrud Schleiger, Warren &
Katharine Schlinger, James Schwabacher Jr.,
Laverne Schnare, Alexis Smith, Cornelia
Wattley, L . Ann Wieseltier, 3Com Corporation

In memory of Lemyel Thomas Amirian : Mrs.
George Crane, Mr. & Mrs . Ernie Ramires

In memory of Ross Blue: Avis & John Krenz

In memory of Allan Deland: Charlotte Pepping

In memory of Evelyn B. Hammond: Janice
Moulton

In memory of Lilath James: Ann Stone & W.
Louis Hampel

In memory of D . L. Rex Kahler : Gloria Riefer

In memory of John Robert Kilman: James P.
Anderson, Dr. & Mrs. Donald Boelke, Ann &
Archie Bolster, Ernest Bolt Jr ., Jim & Margaret
Brady, Eugene J . Buehler, Mary Louise Dubois,
Susan Goldstein, Allen E . Griffin, Dean &
Dorothy Hearn, Jules & Karen Horvath, Frank
M . Humphrey, Gloria Kenski, Sally Kramer,
Martha LeRoy, Gaye A . Mallis, Mr . & Mrs.
Robert McFarlane, Paul & Marthe-Marie
Meadows, Teresa Pawletko, Barbara E.
Reynolds, Mr. & Mrs . Ed Schmidt, Mr. & Mrs.
Joseph Simon, Ellen Singleton, Lois K.
Swinson, Albert Tholen, Caroline Touchton

In memory of W. D . " Del " Krelle : Ted & Jan
Rosshirt

In memory of Dorothy Clark Lamb : The Orinda
Garden Club, Lenore Roberts, Mary & Kinnear
Smith,

In memory of Jeffery Lapham : Elvira Nishkian

In memory of Misty Narby: Frank & Beverly
Balanis

In memory of Tanner Pilley: Gloria J. Fenner,
Grand Canyon Association, Carol Kruse,
Sandra Scott

In memory of Sally Rathsack: Marion & Chuch
Woessner

In memory of Stephen Ross: Elizabeth Baldwin,
Ralph H . Page, Alesandra M . Schmidt

In memory of Dominic Sichel: Ghilotti family,
Rose and Rodley Sichel (Empire Asphalt
Coating)

In memory of Carl Sharsmith : Pat Marshment

In memory of Melba Smith: Marion & Chuck
Woessner

In memory of Barbara Tabler: Elouise Horton

In memory of Richard Williams: Jill, Patrick,
Ryan & Brandan Keenan
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Join the Yosemite Association

You can help support the work of the Yosemite

Association by becoming a member . Revenues

generated by the Association's activities are used to

fund a variety of National Park Service programs

in Yosemite . Not only does the Yosemite

Association publish and sell literature and maps, it

sponsors field seminars, the park ' s Art Activity

Center, the Wilderness Center, and the Ostrander

Lake Ski Hut.
A critical element in the success of the

Association is its membership . Individuals and

families throughout the country have long sup-

ported the Yosemite Association through their

personal commitments . Won't you join us in our

efforts to make Yosemite an even better place?

MOVING?
If you are moving or have recently moved, don ' t forget
to notify us . You are a valued member of the Association,
and we'd like to keep in touch with you .

BioSciences Library
Univ . of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

MEMBER BENEFITS

As a member of the Yosemite Association, you will enjoy
the following benefits:

* Yosemite, the Association journal, published on a quar-
terly basis;

* A 15% discount on all books, maps, posters, calendars,
publications stocked for sale by the Association;

*A 10% discount on most of the field seminars con-
ducted by the Association in Yosemite National Park;

* The opportunity to participate in members' meetings
and volunteer activities held throughout the year;

* A Yosemite Association decal ; and

Special membership gifts as follows:

Supporting Member: A selection of 8 handsome
notecards and envelopes featuring beautiful
photographs of Yosemite;

Contributing Member : A handsome Yosemite Association
mug in burgundy or forest green;

Centennial Member: A copy of the award-winning video,
Yosemite: The Fate of Heaven;

Life Member : Matted color photograph by Howard
Weamer of"Half Dome—Storm Light ; " and

Participating Life Member: Ansel Adams Special Edition
print of "Yosemite Valley—Thunderstorm ."

YOSEMITE ASSOCIATION

Board of Trustees

	

President
Lennie Roberts,

	

Steven P. Medley
Chairman

William Alsup
Allen Berrey
Robert C. Eckart
Chris Gallery
Christina A . Holloway
Kathleen Orr
David Robertson
Anne Schneider
Thomas J . Shephard
Phyllis Weber
Daniel Wolfus
Gary C. Fraker,

Ex officio

Thomas E . Bowman
Ex officio

Martha Brown,
Ex officio

Elvira Nishkian,
Ex officio

Barbara J . Griffin,
NPS Representative

Rick Smith,
NPS Representative

Sales
Patricia Wight, Ma

Ann Gushue, Assisi
Mary Kay Kirn,

Warehouse Person

Seminars
Penny Otwell,

Coordinator
Lou Carter, Assistant

Accounting
Susan Purmort,
Bookkeeper

Sharron Law, Cashie.

Membership
Holly Warner,

Coordinator
Connie Nielson,

Assistant

Secretary
Anne Steed

Yosemite Guide
Editor
Kristina Rylands

Information Spec
Nancy Lusignan

is published quarterly for members of the Yosemite Association . It is edited by Holly Warner and produced by Robin Weiss Graphic Design . Copyri
Yosemite Association. Submission of manuscripts, photographs, and other materials is welcomed . E-mail can be sent to: YOSE_Yosemite_Associatio
Website : http ://yosemite.org

	

Cover inset photo of snow scene : John VanWinkle

Please enroll me in the Yosemite Association as a . . .

Name (please print):

Address:

City : State/Zip:

Daytime phone number:

Enclosed is a check for :

expires:Or charge credit card number:

Mail to: Yosemite Association, PO Box 230, El Portal, CA 95318 . 209/379-2646

YoseAdte

_Regular Member $25 (Joint $30)

_Supporting Member $35 (Joint $40)

_Contributing Member $50 (Joint $55)

_Centennial Member $100 (Joint $105)

_Life Member $500

Participating Life Member $1,000

International Member $35



Digitized by
Yosemite Online Library

http ://www.yosemite .ca .us/library

Dan Anderson
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